MULTICAM SHOOTING, EDITING, DELIVERY WITH IPADS
MEDIA ARTS INSTRUCTOR

SAN MARINO HIGH

CEO, IOGRAPHER.COM
TELL GREAT STORIES
WITH VIDEO
BACK IN THE
DARK AGES
DEAD END
Scotty, we need more power!

I'm givin' her all she's got captain!
FIND A BETTER WAY
YOU CAN DO ALL THIS WITH IPADS AND IPHONES!
Ryan Robertson @BroadcastRyan · Oct 22
Got my @iOgrapher frame set up in between the networks, ready to roll on the UNMC news conference about ebola patient pic.twitter.com/JunkWncoBD
Cool to see the iOgrapher used to interview VicenteFox! pic.twitter.com/tq21ZKccU3
Making a "Behind The Scenes" video. This picture shows 'behind the scenes' of "Behind The Scenes". #BBCgolf #TheOpen pic.twitter.com/rPE9j0FTQ
World Cup 2014: Commentator's guide

DURATION: 01:04
Conor McNamara looks forward to the World Cup in his first behind the scenes guide.
MY MULTICAM
WORKFLOW
• Each iPad has a hard copy

• Can switch audio capture

• End of shoot wifi over a finished edit or import all angles into FCX or Premiere Pro.
Switcher Studio
Live Multi-Camera Streaming for iOS.

Get Started
• Stream live to YouTube, UStream, HighSchoolCube

• Don’t stream, create an edited version locally

• Bring edited version into iMovie or Pinnacle Studio for graphics i.e. lower thirds, titles, etc.

• Free version and Paid version
WHAT IS YOUR STORY?